Property Tax Service Offering

Multi-State Personal
Property Tax Compliance

Multi-State Personal
Property Tax Compliance
STANDARD SERVICES
Rendition Preparation
Assessment Track, Procure,
and Review
Tax Bill Track, Procure, Review
and Transmit

Paradigm is uniquely qualified to service your personal property
compliance and consulting needs. Our team has an exceptional track
record with national portfolios and consistently displays the requisite
mix of technical knowledge, understanding of local market nuances,
and the aggressiveness it takes to ensure timely compliance with a
focus on tax savings. We work closely with our clients and consistently
communicate the status of the engagement, resulting in a client
retention rate exceeding 98%.

(972) 759-9600 | www.paradigmtax.com

Key Compliance Objectives
The key objective of our personal property compliance process is simple: to file renditions in a timely manner and ensure
a fair and reasonable valuation and tax.
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Tax Bill Payment
Personal Property Appeals

OPTIONAL SERVICES
Audit Defense
Budgets

Compliance Engagement Industries

Food & Beverage

Biotech

Bill Back Allocations

Industrial & Manufacturing

Chemical

Asset Tagging

Healthcare & Medical Devices

Retail

Hospitality

Telecom

Leasing

and more...

COMPLEX-EXEMPTION &
ABATEMENT SERVICES

Complete other required data
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Identify any changes in
locations/accounts
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Technology

Co-sourcing

Reconcile source data to
property tax system data

Paradigm has over 250 current Personal Property Compliance
engagements with specialized industry expertise that includes:
Financial

Accruals

Continuously monitor deadlines
and rendition progress

Identify and apply any
exemption opportunities
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Classify the assets to
minimize tax liabilities
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Obsolescence Studies
Intangibles Studies
Pollution Control Studies
Embedded Software Studies
Ghost Asset Reviews
CIP Reviews

Proven Compliance Process
One of the primary Paradigm differentiators is the strength of our
proven compliance process to ensure appropriate controls are in place
to accurately and timely file the renditions. Our local and subject matter
industry experts review the business personal property renditions and
values for opportunities to embed savings opportunities into the filings.
While most engagements are serviced through one of our two core
compliance centers in Atlanta or Dallas, complex personal property
engagements are assigned to our specialized complex consulting and
compliance teams across the nation.

Perform a year-over-year
reconciliation to identify anomalies
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Review resulting assessment
for reasonableness

Complete forms and
supplemental information
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Respond to assessor inquiries

Secure applicable management
and client reviews
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Deliver timely renditions to the
assessing jurisdiction

Compliance Value Proposition
Proactively embed tax savings
opportunities into filings utilizing our
local and industry subject matter experts

Thoroughly review assessments
through network of local offices and
industry specific subject matter experts

Time proven process and controls in
place to ensure timely filings

Appeals and audits handled by
local experts yield better results

Adjustments embedded into returns
often result in perpetual savings

Inspect larger properties to
uncover opportunities

FILINGS

APPEALS

Ensure fair tax through how
we file

Ensure fair tax through real and
personal property tax appeals, audit
defense, and strategic initiatives

QUALITY CONTROL

FULL SERVICE

Minimize penalties and interest
through proper rendition, tax bill
processing and controls

Minimize client time and effort
through communication, process
management, responsiveness
and proactive reporting

Our peer and management
review process helps ensure returns
are as accurate and complete as possible

Our client-centric culture drives
everything we do resulting in a
client retention rate of over 98%

We have streamlined the rendition and tax
bill processes with appropriate controls to
ensure timely processing of the renditions
and tax bills, thereby mitigating any penalties
and interests

We serve as an extension of
our clients' tax department
Stable workforce to help
ensure continuity of services

My working experience with Paradigm started in 2012 and I rate their performance as nothing but outstanding. Paradigm
employs professionals who are both extremely knowledgeable of tax laws, rules and regulations, but also are down-to-earth
people who are easy to work with. They never miss deadlines and give the client ample time to process the work they performed
without any 11th hour scrambling around. Thanks to the Paradigm professionals for all the hard work in
the past and I look forward to continuing my partnership with you.” – Tax Manager, Major Communications Company

Business Personal Property Compliance Outsource Case Study
Services Provided

Property Types

Locations

Number of Returns

Personal Property Compliance,
Tax Bill Payment Services,
Real and Personal Appeals

Rental Equipment for
4,000+ Retail Stores

38All STATES
that tax BPP

4000+

